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WE ARE
THE GENERATION
THAT CAUSES
THE EXPANSION

OVER 50 YEARS
OF EXPERIENCE
We strive to create and maintain a dynamic,
innovative and proﬁtable group of service
companies which are in continuous
development and offer excellent technical and
management criteria together with a strong
sense of social and organizational identity.

HISTORY

GRUPO TRANSATLÁNTICA'S
HISTORY IS ONE OF FAMILY,
DREAMS AND HARD WORK
Transatlántica Viajes y Turismo, founded in 1966 in Rosario, Argentina, was José and Lidia
Angeli's ﬁrst company, which gave way to the current Grupo Transatlántica. International tourism,
both guided and thematic, was its signature service. In 1977, Transatlántica Casa de Cambio, a
currency exchange business, was annexed to the company. This was the gateway to a continuous
venture into ﬁnancial services. In 1987, Horacio Angeli, José and Lidia's son, became a
stockbroker and quickly formed Transatlántica Sociedad de Bolsa. In 1991, OLA Mayorista de
Turismo was launched. This tourism wholesaler proved the company's ability not only to sell but
also organize packages, trips, charter ﬂights, and many other products.
With Horacio Angeli as executive director of the group, business expanded ﬁrst toward Córdoba,
and then to Buenos Aires, consolidating the group's status as a leader in the central region of
Argentina.
With third-generation Stefano, Joseﬁna and Catalina Angeli involved in the running of
businesses, Grupo Transatlántica opened in 2015 Puerto Norte Design Hotel, unique for its
architecture, location, and service. In 2016, ﬁnancial company Multiﬁnanzas Cía. Financiera was
acquired, now named Transatlántica Cía. Financiera S.A. In 2018, Distrito Puerto Norte, the most
outstanding urban development in Rosario's riverside, was initiated. In 2019, Rebanking,
Transatlántica Cía. Financiera's digital platform for ﬁnancial services, was launched.
In parallel with this brimming commercial life, José and Lidia opened in 1986 an education
complex called Complejo Educativo Edmondo de Amicis, which offered ﬁrst a daycare center,
later elementary and high school, higher education, and ﬁnally, a university for senior citizens.
Nowadays, “Edmondo” is a benchmark in the city for the quality of its comprehensive education.
We are a story of successes and mistakes, from which we learn every single day.

INSTITUTIONAL

CUSTOMER
SERVICE
COMPANIES
We are a group of service companies in continuous evolution—dynamic, innovative
and proﬁtable. The synergy of our companies boosts the scope of each of its
businesses, always encouraging us to think of more and better services.
We offer our customers, suppliers, partners and associates a strong commitment to the
development of businesses that have a positive inﬂuence on our community.
In Grupo Transatlántica, the new and the old live side by side. Experience and
innovation are combined to create a reliable yet ﬂexible company that can tackle new
challenges.

› www.grupotransatlantica.com

FINANCIAL SERVICES

TRANSATLÁNTICA
COMPAÑÍA FINANCIERA
A Grupo Transatlántica company, 100% Argentine-owned. With more than 20 years in the ﬁnancial
market, the company offers ﬁrst-class services to both SMEs and individuals, permanently innovating
with new products that can be applied in different market sectors.

SERVICES

• Customer ﬁnancing

• Exchange and foreign trade

• Time deposits

• Avanta Mastercard card

• Savings and checking accounts

• Equity market

› www.tsaciaﬁnanciera.com.ar

Reba
Reba is the app by Transatlántica Compañía Financiera.
Users from all over the country can open an account online in a few minutes with their cell phone and
have a remunerated savings account in pesos and another one in US dollars, with no opening or
maintenance costs. Also within the app, customers can make transfers and pay services, constitute
time deposits and exchange currency. In addition, users can choose the credit card they like best for
its beneﬁts with no issue or renewal costs, with a 100% free card option and other options with
payment of membership only when making purchases.
› www.reba.com.ar

FINANCIAL SERVICES

TSA BURSÁTIL
TSA Bursátil develops efﬁciency, ﬁnancing and investment solutions in the
resource management through the equity market.
It works side by side with its customers, providing personalized advice and
developing clever strategies tailored to each need, either to add value to
your savings or to make the operating capital of your company more
efﬁcient.
Dealing with the ever-changing market day after day, our team of
highly-qualiﬁed professionals provides its expertise to every single customer at
all times. Currently, TSA Bursátil has more than 4,000 active investors and
more than 500 companies that entrust us with their capital.
At TSA Bursátil, our main strength is our experience in one-on-one
attention.

› www.tsabursatil.com

@tsabursatil

TSA Bursátil

FINANCIAL SERVICES

TSA CAMBIO
TSA Cambio offers ﬁrst-rate currency exchange services. Its qualiﬁed and
committed staff provides comprehensive counseling and personalized
service, to both individuals and companies.
Adapting to a demanding local and global market in order to meet
customers’ needs, TSA Cambio is currently expanding to new venues to offer
a better service to everyone who needs to exchange money in a fast, simple
and safe way.

› www.tsacambio.com / atencionalcliente@tsacambio.com.ar

HOSPITALITY

TRANSATLÁNTICA
HOTEL MANAGEMENT
THM, Transatlántica Hotel Management, has been conceived to provide
hotel management services, and is made up of a staff of professionals with
recognized experience in the management of quality hotels.
With a broad, forward-thinking vision, THM is committed to providing
authentic and memorable experiences in its hotels.
To join the exclusive group of THM Hotels, it is indispensable to pursue the
highest standards of quality, service and guest satisfaction.
For THM, hospitality is not an industry, it's an art and it's our passion.

› www.thmrewards.com.ar / 0800 777 2700

HOSPITALITY

PUERTO NORTE
DESIGN HOTEL
Puerto Norte Design Hotel, located in the picturesque coastal area of Rosario, by
the Paraná River, rises as a symbol and addition to the architectural heritage that
characterizes the city.
The public areas, reception, lobby and other spaces, as well as the rooms, were
conceived with modern architectural criteria, combining exclusivity with elegance,
simplicity with sophistication, technology with tradition, in a way that makes it a
unique, new and innovative point of reference in the accommodation sector in
Rosario.
Special attention was paid to the design of the lighting for exterior and interior
spaces. For the exterior, the nocturnal urban impact of the building within the city
was carefully studied, and for the public areas, hanging sculptures were specially
designed to enrich the guests' experience in a scenic, striking and novel way.
With six ﬂoors and three underground levels, the luxurious building stands above
the silos structure located on Cándido Carballo Street as an undisputed
avant-garde symbol of the city.
› www.puertonortehotel.com.ar / info@puertonortehotel.com / 0800 777 2700

HOSPITALITY

COSTA
USHUAIA
Hotel Costa Ushuaia is an ideal place to enjoy nature in its purest state and the
tranquility that only the southernmost city in the world can offer.
Located on the Beagle Channel, with incredible natural views, Costa Ushuaia
has four ﬂoors of excellent rooms and amenities that offer a superlative stay in
the southern extreme of the Patagonia. Only 10 minutes away from the city
center and 5 minutes away from Ushuaia International Airport, in the best
residential area of Ushuaia, the hotel provides a quiet and safe option for its
guests. Costa Ushuaia also offers and organizes some of the most popular
excursions in Ushuaia, such as a visit to Lapataia National Park, navigation
through the Beagle Channel, ascent to the Martial glacier, and a visit to the
former penitentiary.
It has a restaurant, its own parking lot, and a multipurpose room, which makes
the hotel suitable for both tourism and corporate groups.

› www.costaushuaia.com / reservas@costaushuaia.com

URBAN DEVELOPMENT

TRANSATLÁNTICA
DESARROLLOS
Transatlántica Desarrollos analyzes, plans and manages
sustainable urban projects, favoring strategically-located areas
and developments with reﬁned architecture and high building
quality.
With the conﬁdence and support of Grupo Transatlántica,
excellent designs become successful businesses and
developments that transcend time.

› comercial@tsadesarrollos.com.ar

URBAN DEVELOPMENT

4R DEVELOPMENT
Its expertise enables the identiﬁcation of unique real estate
opportunities in areas with a good present and a better future.
4R’s urban developments are known for their design and functionality,
located in areas with high demographic and economic growth in cities
abroad.
Corporate or residential, they become highly attractive to both
investors and end buyers.

› 4r@transatlantica.com.ar

URBAN DEVELOPMENT

DPN URBAN
AND RESIDENTIAL
COMPLEX
Distrito Puerto Norte is a revamped space where the spirit of evolution which has
always characterized Rosario gains momentum in the new heart of the city.
This development grows in dialogue with a privileged environment: the river,
promenades, parks, recreational spaces, shops and exclusive services.
Distrito Puerto Norte is the future of urbanism: a new way of living, where the
dynamic momentum goes hand in hand with the need for peace and relaxation, and
sharing special moments with family and friends.
› www.distritopuertonorte.com / comercial@tsadesarrollos.com.ar

EDUCATION

BICULTURAL
EDUCATION COMPLEX
EDMONDO DE AMICIS
The Bicultural Education Complex “Edmondo De Amicis”, inspired by the ideals of
its founders, José Angeli and Lidia Sartoris de Angeli, is an innovative space in the
city of Rosario that offers initial, primary and secondary education.
The Complex has a work team of more than 100 education professionals who
accompany the learning process of more than 1,000 students.
Its main purpose is to offer a quality education in a distinct way. The intensive
teaching of foreign languages such as English and Italian, and the international exams
offer together with didactic visits and talks by different specialists, complement this
project.
The mission of the Bicultural Education Complex “Edmondo De Amicis” is to train
the student comprehensively as a person, with updated educational strategies and
tactics of recognized excellence, based on humanist values, to constitute, in this way
and with a universal vision, an increasingly developed, ethical, solidary and equitable
society.

› www.edmondodeamicis.org.ar / info@edmondodeamicis.org

CONSULTING AND MANAGEMENT

TSA SERVICIOS
Transatlántica Servicios S.A. started its activities in January 2012. It provides
consulting and business management services in matters related to
administration, systems, human resources and investment projects analysis.
One of its main customers is Grupo Transatlántica, where young professionals ﬁnd
an environment of development in areas of business administration, allowing the
formation of new staff and providing the Group with a pool of skills and talents for
new ventures.
This experience and training are the most valuable capital that Transatlántica
Servicios offers to companies outside the Group that are interested in
professional advice or also the management of their administration.
All its work procedures are certiﬁed in ISO 9001:2015 standards.

› contacto@t-servicios.com.ar

CONSULTING AND MANAGEMENT

LA MAQUINITA CO
SYNERGIC WORKSPACE
La Maquinita is a network of entrepreneurs, startups and companies from diverse
disciplines that function as a community.
In La Maquinita, collaboration and meetings maximize the efﬁciency of each
Maquinero, turning work into synergy, and synergy into results.
› www.lamaquinita.co

@lamaquinitaco

La Maquinita co

OUR CHILDHOOD VALUES
HAVE MADE US
WHAT WE ARE TODAY
Grupo Transatlántica, a great group of people.

